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Dance as a Reflection of Society and Culture 

Our investigations for this study of Yemenite-Jewish dance were based on testimonies from the past 

century or so, ranging from information collected by the ethnomusicologist Abraham Zvi Idelsohn 

to other more contemporaneous evidence.  

 Male Yemenite Jews have a particular access to knowledge deriving from a combination of 

a taught culture and an oral tradition. Their dance displays an inseparable combination of poetry, 

music and dancing — poetry being transmitted in writing, while music and dance are transmitted 

orally. The result is a unique composite that cannot be captured by the conventional concept of 

“folklore”, because the binary of folk culture vs. taught culture does not obtain. 

The women’s culture among the Jews of Yemen is purely folk and essentially oral. Now that 

Yemenite-Jewish dance has permeated various strata of Israeli culture, it has been transformed 

among women from a form of individual expression into one of public performance and, among 

men, from a private chamber performance into an event of a large audience. Complete gender 

separation persists in some traditional family settings but is wholly nonexistent at communal levels, 

those that lie outside the ethnic frame. 

 
* This article is based on two Hebrew articles: an eponymous article published in Barefoot (edited by the author 

and published by Inbal and the E’ele Betamar Association, Tel Aviv, 1999, pp. 19-41), and “Image, Gender and 

Tradition in Yemenite Jewish Dance in Israel,” in Ancient Customs of the Yemenite Jewish Community (E’ele 

Betamar Association, Tel Aviv, 2005, pp. 401-412) 
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Yemenite Jewry’s special contributions to Israeli culture have done much to determine its 

features. The classic songs of the community have become inseparable elements of Israeli Hebrew 

culture; tunes sung by the Jews in Yemen, transmitted from father to son and mother to daughter, 

have blended into the Hebrew song repertoire. The epitomic performers of Yemenite song on Israeli 

stages and radio were artists originally from Yemen who sang according to their traditions from 

home. As their careers advanced, they set modern Hebrew texts to traditional melodies.  

Eventually, several of them began to write new melodies in the spirit and style of their traditions 

from home. Ultimately, Israeli artists arranged texts and melodies from the Yemenite-Jewish 

tradition for performance in concert halls. 

Dance was integral to the life cycle of the Jewish family in Yemen. However, unlike song, dance 

was not privileged with immediate and unbroken continuity following the relocation of the Yemenite 

Jews from Yemen to Israel. Many Yemenite-Jewish repatriates attest to their fears of being unable 

to sustain the dance tradition from home and even whether it would be appropriate to do so. When 

they immigrated to Israel, a gap was created between the practical preservation of the ethnic tradition 

and local influences (Bahat, 1995).  

The fear of looking “exilic” and “not Israeli” at a time when society expected everyone to “be 

Israeli,” irrespective of the cost, prompted those from Yemen to temporarily repudiate the rhythms 

and traditions of the ethnic dance culture in which they had grown up. There were some “cultural 

agents,” establishmentarian and other – artists, teachers, and media people – who wished to create a 

new culture as quickly as possible. Many considered it possible and perhaps even desirable, to 

jettison bygone traditions. Their “out with the old, in with the new” outlook corresponded to the 

inner inclinations of many recently arrived immigrants, who saw immersion as the key to their social 

integration. 

 

Yemenite-Jewish Ethnic Dance – a Family/Community Art Form 

In the Jewish tradition, dance is accepted as an essential way to fete brides and grooms at their 

weddings. Customs associated with the questions of how, and how much, to dance before the bride 

are based on ethnic, communal, and family traditions. In Yemen, the further Jews were from strict 
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religious-spiritual authorities, the more they danced. Individuals who were renowned as master 

dancers were welcome and sought-after wedding guests, and might also be considered to be frivolous 

(Kapih, 1968). 

Dance expresses an existential need of humanity. It strengthens the connection between the 

dancer and his/her intimate surroundings – nuclear family, onlookers, extended family, and 

community. In the Jewish family tradition, gender separation at dance events is still common, as it 

was, among the Jews of Yemen, who treated this matter with particular stringency (evidently with 

the exception of those from Khaidan, but this still needs more thorough research). Some 

communities still maintain this tradition, although it has changed over the years, as have other 

traditional aspects of diverse Jewish communities. 

	

Men’s Dance 

The dance of men from central Yemen is based on a unique combination of ethnic and folk traditions. 

Conventionally, ethnic traditions are transmitted orally from father to son, but among the Jewish 

people – (who consider themselves to be the People of the Book since time immemorial) – every 

male child received literacy training early on. Thus, for this community, texts were preserved in 

writing and flowed from generation to generation, while music and dance were transmitted orally. 

Among the Jews of Yemen, as in many other Jewish communities, families keep a book of 

poems to be used for collective singing on festivals and celebrations. The Yemenite-Jewish corpus 

of poetry is called the diwan. Originally handwritten, every male would make his own copy of this 

collection of songs to be used for his own needs on relevant occasions. In Yemen, where printing 

press did not exist, personal diwans were hand-written in various versions. In Israel, in contrast, they 

are printed and their contents have become somewhat standardized and accepted throughout the 

community. In this manner, the songs have been preserved in their entirety and singers choose the 

portions preferred by them and their communities 

The lyrics are written in three languages: Hebrew, Arabic, and Aramaic, using Hebrew 

characters. Even as the performers switch among languages, they strictly preserve the poetic 

structure, meter, and rhyme. Previously, tunes were transmitted orally from generation to generation;  
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Nashid, Shira and Hallel. In Menahem Arussiws house, Kiryat Ono. Photo: Ya’acov Aviram 
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today, however, many are preserved in notation along with their lyrics (Bahat, 1995). Dance was 

also transmitted and taught by observation, imitation, and experience, yielding a unique integration 

of ethnic art imparted inter-generationally both orally and in writing. 
 

The Diwan as a Formal Element in Men’s Dance 

Jewish men in Yemen sang from an open diwan even when they knew the words well. Dancers 

performed to the accompaniment of singers, each holding their diwan during the dance. Every poem 

could be adapted to several melodies, and one melody might be suited to various poems, with meter 

fully observed. The singers would devote much attention to the alignment of the musical cadence 

with the poetic meter. The diwan was thus a source of inspiration and a trove of metaphors in men’s 

dance, an instrument of salient influence within the formal frame of the performance. 

 

Three main types of poetry appear in the diwan:  

1. nashid (pl. nishwad) – shir, 2. shira (pl. shirot) and 3. hallel (pl. hallelot). 

 

Nashid serves as a prelude to shira, an “opening act” as well as, so to speak, an invitation to 

dance in which improvisation abounds. Menahem Arussi – an artist, teacher, singer, and dancer from 

Manakha, Yemen, and today of Qiryat Ono, Israel – says: 

One could not just get up and dance; it was disrespectful […]. What they do in nashid 

is not yet dancing, it’s a request. The second man [the partner in the dance] does not 

want to dance and I want him to, because I know it’ll be more appropriate with the two 

of us. So, I go and ask him, “Do me a favor, stand up […].” Here I do it the way the 

elders did it in Yemen. I remember how my grandfather did it; it was truly for the sake 

of heaven! When they sang the nashid and there was a packed hall, you couldn’t even 

hear a fly […]. There are songs associated with the exile that include yearnings for 

Jerusalem. Everyone would concentrate to the point of weeping. That was the nashid 

[…]. They didn’t really dance at the nashid, but here in Israel some use the nashid 

melody for dancing, too (Bahat, 1995: 31–32). 
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The shira is the dance itself. Shirot are rich in rhythm; they allow the dancing to develop and 

advance in time, space, and motion-language. 

The hallel is the concluding segment of the event. Sung without dancing, it is a blessing 

addressed to the principal celebrants. It expresses the essence of the event and concludes the nashid-

shira-hallel sequence with ritual solemnity. The hallelot have been widely forgotten today, although 

it is these which precisely demonstrate the formal-functional singularity of the Yemenite-Jewish 

culture. The hallelot have fallen into disuse among many families and communities; awareness of 

the typical nashid-shira-hallel form is sometimes absent as well. Thus, the form and style are 

preserved only in a few Yemenite-Jewish Israeli communities. 

In Yemen, Jewish men’s dance was a chamber dance, an indoor activity performed by only a 

few dancers. It took place in the interior rooms of the house, predominantly in the central room, 

which was also called a diwan. Revelers packed the room, seated on cushions that lined the walls. 

The dancers, left with only a small amount of space, developed a special style of dancing based on 

the vertical plane and little horizontal room. This style persists in Israel, even when the dancers have 

more space available and can move as they please in much larger halls. 

Yemenite-Jewish men’s dancing is based on key stepping patterns. The order of the patterns is 

influenced by the dancer’s tradition and the communal norms. The patterns occur sequentially, 

beginning with a simple set of moves that serves to reinforce the sense of tempo and coordination 

among the dancers. In the dance proper, the facilitator-dancer who leads the performance, chooses 

which of the many complex patterns to perform. As the dance evolves and progresses, the patterns 

become more complex and intricate, and as the end approaches, the initial, basic patterns reappear. 

The steps of the feet form the foundation; every man and boy begins the dance with them. The less 

experienced the dancer, the more tentative his movement, and the more he finds himself focusing 

on his feet and forgoing the movements of the rest of his body. 

Among the Jews of Yemen, the measure of a dancer’s prowess is his ability to improvise on the 

basis of the poetry, the melody, and his conceptual and associative stock of images. As Menahem 

Arussi says, “I set my entire body to the melody… I can make a sudden unexpected motion… I just 

hear and the body acts by itself… It’s very hard to teach” (Bahat, 1995, p. xxxiii). 
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The basic patterns of steps are predicated on familiar, well known materials that follow a more 

or less constant formula. These patterns set the stage for the impromptu motive action of the other 

parts of the body – arms, hands, head, face, back, and shoulders, driven in a special style and form. 

Thus, the dance combines the basic constant patterns with the impromptu movement that mirrors 

the personal, the stylized but innovative. The result fuses the familiar with the surprising and the 

non-recurrent. The dancer is tested both by his familiarity with the basic patterns and his ability to 

adjust his steps to those of his fellow dancers, while concurrently improvising to his heart’s content 

as long as he stays within the stylistic frame. 

The characteristics described thus far denote a special combination of lyrics-melody-dance, 

together yielding the artistic outcome. Within this abundance of motion, however, one may detect 

an additional central factor that appears to have been influenced by the body-language style of 

Jewish men from Yemen. These are the embedded routine motive gestures from daily conversation 

found in the language of improvisational language of dance. The gestures originate in hand 

movements that play a mnemonic role in mastering the cantillation marks by which passages from 

the Bible are chanted (Bahat, 1981). Every boy in the Yemenite-Jewish community learned to read 

the Torah and memorized the instructions of the cantillation marks with the help of signs and 

motions of the palm and fingers. The gestures from mundane conversation and dance improvisation 

interrelate with motions that serve as learning aids in a continual dynamic process of feedback. 

 

Women’s Dance 

Yemenite-Jewish women’s dance, unlike that of the men, belongs to a folk-art corpus that is not 

based on a written tradition. The language of the women’s song is Yemenite Judeo-Arabic (unlike 

the men’s Hebrew-Arabic-Aramaic), and the subject matter is harvested from daily life, expressing 

their aspirations, fears, and desires. The songs often articulate issues that can be difficult to express 

overtly; they draw sustenance on such themes as love, marriage, contempt, nostalgia, fear of 

separation, disillusionment, frustration, and anger.  
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Mother and daughter in wedding dance. Photo: Naftali Hilger 

 

The primary categories of women’s dance include wedding dances, play-acting and costume 

dances, entertainment, and opuses that apply visual expression and motive accompaniment to a 

poem performed in song. 

Israel posed a challenge to its citizens in many ways, particularly for women. In the musical and 

choreographic arts, girls from Yemen played a prominent role. The creative capability of the 

daughter of Yemen came to the fore in the arts of Israel, especially in song and dance, in which the 

girls had already demonstrated their talents back in their country of origin, according to the best of 

their education and tradition. The works of great female artists such as singer Bracha Zefira and 

dance artist Sarah Levi-Tanai comprise one of the most important stages of Israeli song and dance 

art that evolved into public property. Notably, these female artists were raised in an educational 

environment outside the frame of their ethnic community, where they received encouragement and 

tools to express their creative capacity (Teri, 1993: 321). 
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Ethnic traditions such as poetry, song, and dance in daily life as well as in the annual and life 

cycles can be preserved as part of a contemporary culture when some or all of the following 

conditions are present: 

•  the existence of a group of people well versed in these traditions of song and dance, who are 

interested in preserving them; 

•  familial relations that make it possible to preserve the tradition within the family/community 

life cycle; 

•  adaptability of traditional materials to the contemporary life framework without sacrificing 

important characteristics of form and style; 

•  centralization and leadership of the socio-familial group in the hands of a central 

authoritative leader, who is accepted by them and able to guide and teach them; 

•  preservation and documentation of traditions and customs in order to provide a source of 

study and research according to the will, needs, and tastes of those interested in them (Bahat, 

1995). 

 

Ethnic Dance as a Source of Influence on Dance in Israel 

From the initial efforts to produce folk festivities in renascent Israel, the quest for the character of 

the ancient Hebrew was linked to the image of the Yemenite-Jewish woman or man. This becomes 

obvious in Baruch Agadati’s choice to initiate the Tel Aviv Purim carnival around the character of 

Queen Esther. Biblical landscapes and characters, coupled with nostalgia for the beauty of the Orient 

have nourished various channels of creative endeavor in text, song, plastic art, and dance. 

 With the exodus of the Jewish community from Yemen and the ingathering of its members 

in Israel, each individual immigrant had to decide for him or herself whether to continue maintaining 

their traditional family and community lives, or to waive the ostensibly “exilic”, and submit to the 

melting pot, as intended by the contemporaneous Israeli establishment. Much time would pass 

before the concept of “roots” would infiltrate the Israeli education system and the public at large. 
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The auto-emancipation from romantic Biblical exilic shackles did not happen overnight. The attitude 

toward Yemenite-Jewish dance was part of the greater processes of acceptance of multiculturalism 

in the Israeli establishment, as it continues to be today. It is no wonder that the first attempts at 

gender-equivalent expression in dance appeared in the folk-dance movement, as these came from 

the perspective of a declared intent to build a new society, to cultivate a “sabra”-persona in an 

egalitarian world, and to build an appropriate culture. Artists were steered toward the two parallel 

traditions of ethnic-Jewish and local non-Jewish dance in their search for an appropriate language 

of motion. Artists in the agricultural settlement movement pioneered the search for the encounter of 

new social necessities with the intersection of local landscapes and traditional values.  

 Gurit Kadman, one of the pioneers of Israel’s folk-dance movement, encouraged immigrants 

from Yemen and elsewhere to return to dance in accordance with their ethnic traditions and worked 

to bring these traditions to the awareness of the public at large. In the hands of numerous artists, 

traditional Yemenite-Jewish patterns of steps and motion were included in original Israeli folk 

dances. Thus, today’s festivities feature various combinations of ethnic and traditional materials in 

performances before diverse audiences. 

It was primarily due to Gurit Kadman’s efforts to create an accepted and agreed-upon lexicon 

in Israeli folk dance, that the concept of a or the “Yemenite step” infiltrated the consciousness of 

dance lovers. In the wake of Rahel Nadav and Sarah Levi-Tanai, Kadman focused, among other 

things, on a specific pattern – one sequence of steps among many prevalent others – and, after 

consulting with the Hebrew Language Academy, named it the “Yemenite step”. 

 Over time, as the folk-dance movement gathered strength and gave rise to multiple new young 

artists, the concept was attributed to several variants of one basic model. For reasons, not to be 

specified here, two or three versions were more accepted than others, so that, in addition to 

traditional poetry, melodies, clothing, adornments, jewelry, and embroidery from the Jews of 

Yemen, traditional patterns of motion and steps from Yemenite Jewish ethnic dancing were also 

integrated into the folk dances customary today in Israel. 

There are several reasons why Yemenite Jewish dances definitely had significantly more 

influence on Israeli dance than did those of other traditions. First, Yemenite-Jewish dance and its 

variations stand out for their originality and their wealth of movements and songs. They developed 
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as integral to the Yemenite-Jewish way of life, its customs in clothing, motion, song, and melody – 

an epitomic and singular style that was precisely what the folk-dance artists were seeking. Second, 

drawing on the tradition of the Jews of Yemen went well with the Zionist dream. It squared with the 

“national romantic” perspective – the Jews of Yemen looked like authentic Biblical characters, 

guardians of the ancient Jewish culture. The Yemenite tradition also dovetailed well with the 

European outlook of “Orientalism”, by which Europeans idealized the east and thrilled to its magical 

and mysterious culture (Ronen, 1999: 72). 

 

Stepping Patterns from the Yemenite Tradition in Social Dance 

New Israeli social customs gave rise to a unique phenomenon in social dancing at celebrations 

attended by participants from Yemen or their offspring. After Israeli dance adopted various 

Yemenite-Jewish models, it gradually took on another characteristic: the dances in question became 

social dances; the kind in which all members of an interested public could join and by so doing, 

participate in the general celebration.  

 For the past three decades at least, dances based on two patterns from Jewish women’s dance 

in Yemen have been performed at such functions. The first is the pattern that opens the da’asa in a 

7/8 meter (Avraham and Bahat, 1999); the second is the pattern that has for some reason come to be 

called the “Yemenite step,” performed in a double meter. The public at large selected these models 

from a wide variety of stepping patterns, to maximize the number of celebrants who could participate 

in the dancing. The simpler the pattern, the more easily it can be performed, the more people can 

dance accordingly, its steps become less precise and binding, thus becoming “public property.” 

Often, it suffices for one celebrant to begin dancing in a certain pattern for the crowd to join in 

without difficulty, indicating that a specific inventory of patterns from the ethnic folk tradition has 

become part of a consensual and accepted collective “family” of motion. As these patterns are 

danced, a large and varied crowd of attendees adds minor variations. In traditionally observant 

families, women and men sometimes dance in separate circles or separate ranks; usually, however, 

these social dances are performed together by men and women of all ages and origins.  

 Thus far, these ethnically grounded social dances have been created in Israel only on the basis 
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of patterns from the Yemenite-Jewish tradition. It is hard to know how this kind of dance began to 

flourish, but it is clear that it satisfies a vital need, providing an alternate perception of gender to that 

of the ethnic dance of Yemenite Jewry, while articulating a different Israeli-Jewish image. The 

dances have been adopted by Israelis of multiple backgrounds. The songs and melodies that 

accompany them are derived from or composed in the spirit and style of the Yemenite-Jewish 

tradition, including “Mizrahi” (oriental) songs, musical works in the Mediterranean-style currently 

prevalent in Israel. 

The fundamental of ethnic tradition is that it provides identity in the sense of belonging; the 

simple pattern resonates with the basic human need to express joy and unity in an accessible manner, 

while allowing for basic personal self-expression as improvisation without impairing the common, 

unifying dance. 

 

Community Tradition and Israeli Culture 

Since the 1960s, Yemenite-Jewish ethnic troupes have been set up with the encouragement of 

municipal authorities and interested individuals. Acquaintance with several of these troupes 

indicates that the explicit goal of this activity is to preserve, document, and reenact the customs, 

songs, and dance of Yemenite Jewry and present them to the public in a manner tailored to stage 

performance. One might view this as a conflict of intentions as the ethnic materials of song and 

dance owe their origins and existence not to the stage, but to the family/community frame. However, 

it is clearly important to study traditional dance and song and impart them to a public, including 

performers, viewers, and listeners, as evidenced by the audiences attending the performances of 

these ensembles, comprising cognoscenti of the Yemenite-Jewish tradition as well as those for 

whom the tradition is new and no less fascinating. 

In Israel and elsewhere, both “folk” and “high” cultures are nourished on initiatives of the 

cultural and political establishment. This engenders a hybrid situation, resulting in an officially 

sponsored “Israeli folk culture” that by some measure has entered the public domain, belongs to 

specific groups, and has also been doomed to oblivion. In the past fifty years, Israeli dance has 

received encouragement from various “cultural agents” and enjoyed personal creativity in 
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accordance with the zeitgeist and the artists’ personal needs, and social, cultural, and professional 

motives. 

 

Traditional Yemenite Ethnic Fundamentals in Stage Dance  

The field of stage dance has also undergone a series of multidirectional upheavals. An intermediate 

stage in the transition from traditional ethnic dance to stage dance, is reflected in the reconstruction 

of ethnic events interspersed with dance, such as the henna and the wedding, from which stage 

performances were produced. 

 The 1920s saw attempts to create a Hebrew culture in Tel Aviv. The artist and dancer Baruch 

Agadati stands out among the leaders of these initiatives. He had observed carnival-style folk 

festivities in various European countries and was eager to recreate them in his country. His goal was 

to devise a framework within which the masses could rejoice and share enjoyment in their own ways, 

putting aside their daily troubles, and dance until dawn. Purim offered such an opportunity as a time 

for costume parties, song, instrumental music, and dance events that would not clash directly with 

the stance of the religious establishment.  

 The yearning for the east and the widespread phenomenon of Orientalism in Europe 

influenced the nature of the clothing, ornamentation, home design, and art forms, including dance. 

Importantly, Yemenite-Jewish repatriates who had settled in several Tel Aviv neighborhoods 

(Mahane Yehuda, Mahane Yosef, and Mahane Yisrael) were already performing song and dance at 

Agadati’s carnivals. 

 

Image, Exoticism, and Nostalgia in the Creation of Stage Dance  

We find the direct outcome of the eastern Oriental-exotic attitudes of European observers in the 

stage dance of the Russian-born Rina Nikova, who established the “Yemenite ballet” in the early 

1930s. Yemenite Jews as representatives of Biblical characters had already been appropriated by 

artists of various kinds. Impressed by the performance of singer Bracha Zefira in Poland, Nikova 

was inspired by the persona of the Yemenite girl to create dance around eastern themes in a reflection 
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of the exotic zeitgeist. She found it difficult to recruit women dancers from Yemen, because their 

families regarded dance as unbefitting their traditional lifestyle. Ultimately, a group of seven girls 

was formed. 

 Rina Nikova and the group of girls developed a creatively unique cooperation. The most 

conspicuous [of her recruits] was Rahel Nadav, the soloist of the troupe, through whose efforts 

Nikova and the rest of the troupe became acquainted with the Arab and Yemenite-Jewish cultures. 

[…] Although the name “Yemenite ballet” generated expectations that it would express the 

Yemenite community, the repertoire of the troupe was not based on motive materials from the dances 

of Yemen. The dancers provided the Yemenite element themselves by their appearance and the 

natural quality of their movements. Most of their repertoire centered on Biblical characters (Eshel, 

1999: 88). 

Under her tutelage, Nikova’s female-only troupe attempted to preserve exotic female characters 

representing historical and exotic romantic folk metaphors from a faraway world. Afterwards, Rahel 

Nadav broke away from Nikova’s all-Ashkenazi troupe, and in 1942 established her own Yemenite 

ethnic ensemble. Her most significant innovation was the mixed-gender nature of the sixteen-

member troupe. When the group performed at the first dance conference at Kibbutz Dalia in 1944, 

Nadav still maintained gender separation in the dancers. She arranged them for the stage in her own 

way, leading them her own interpretation, while maintaining strong loyalty to the Yemenite-Jewish 

ethnic materials. 

The Inbal Dance Theatre stands at the pinnacle of ethnic-based stage art. Sara Levi-Tanai, 

founder of Inbal, brought several Israeli cultural masterpieces to life, showing the Israeli public the 

varied influence of ethnic elements on the grassroots strata of social and stage dance. Indeed, in 

today’s era of mass communication, every stratum is exposed; influenced and fueled by others, while 

participating with them in the processes of acceptance and rejection. 

The crowning achievement in Levi-Tanai’s work at Inbal was her aspiration of integrating 

materials from the Yemenite-Jewish tradition into the language of contemporaneous dance. From 

the standpoint of gender, image, and tradition, Levi-Tanai’s motives, goals, and dilemmas should be 

examined as she revealed them through her extraordinary powers of written and oral self-expression. 

Her initial uncertainty with herself and her family, related to the choice of leading the life of a 
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creative artist. Was she making the right choice? Would she neglect her family by devoting herself 

to choreography? Her second dilemma concerned how to link her ethnic origins with her personal 

artistic endeavor. Where does one’s personal language fit within the totality of the general culture? 

For Levi-Tanai, the formation of Inbal and its establishment in the late 1940s were acts of self-

determination and the crystallization of her image as female artist with strong ethnic roots, which 

were part of her path as an independent choreographer and contemporary artist. Levi-Tanai’s broad 

Jewish and general education sharpened the question marks that cropped up when she embarked on 

regular and uninterrupted work: 

 

•  How to articulate the Jewish, the traditional, the spiritual, the devotional, and the poetic in 

her work? 

• Should she impart technical skills? What are appropriate skills for a group of dancers to 

integrate ethnic motive materials into modern stage dance? 

• To what extent should the dances be based on the dancers’ own traditions from home? Would 

conventional professional training impair the personal and community tradition? 

•  Though Levi-Tanai was well-versed in lyrics, music and dance, how should these be 

integrated? Would the performers be equal to the demands to be made of them? 

The uniqueness of Inbal in the 1950s lay in the professional level of its song and dance 

performance. Levi-Tanai aspired to create a unique language and grammar of dance, i.e., an “Inbal 

school.” How well this aspiration of hers has been attained remains to be seen. 

 

Conclusion 

The male and female images mirrored in the ethnic dance of Yemenite Jewry are consistent with the 

traditional Jewish perception of gender. Men’s dance fits into the written tradition by its participation 

in the poetry-music-dance composite. Its style of movement reflects metaphors and creates 

associations of yearning and prayer. Its joy is restrained, signaling respectability and an effort to 

avoid messages of frivolity, wishes to amuse, and display of art for art’s sake. Women’s dancing 

expresses an emphasis on the internal, modesty, and “appropriate conduct,” i.e., restraint. Play-
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acting dances create an opportunity for women to escape malaise and challenge men’s status. Role 

reversals attenuate the challenge and blur the question marks and disparagement that accompany the 

existing situation.  

 In Israel, ethnic dances were initially subdued due to the Yemenite repatriates’ wish to fit into 

Israeli society. Reality, however, won the day; the need to dance returned the dances to the 

family/community celebrations. Gradually, melodies and rituals from the Yemenite-Jewish tradition 

found their way into the repertoire of Hebrew song. Combinations of new texts and traditional tunes, 

and various arrangements of lyrics for melodies allowed songs and dances to flourish from the 

Yemenite Jews’ diwan to the knowledge of Israeli society.  

 Israeli folk dance provided a response to the need for men and women to dance together and 

reinforced the image of the Hebrew pioneering sabra. Many folk-dance artists in Israel adopted 

Yemenite-Jewish melodies and texts in a quest for a local identity with ancient roots in ancient 

tradition. Rather than being an obstacle, the community’s exotic image in fact strengthened the 

penchant for the Orient, the biblical, and the local.  

 In stage dance, men and women artists, women choreographers, and male/female dancers 

from the Yemenite Jewish community were able to break through ethnic boundaries when they 

found themselves in a different social context.  

 It is, however, the manner of artists – as expressed by Rahal Nadav, Sarah Levi-Tanai, and 

many others – to always be themselves, reflecting their home landscapes, roots, culture, and their 

ancestral home. Even if they venture far, to study and acquire new skills, their inner selves and their 

initial tools of expression reappear. Conventional social images provide a challenge for artists, male 

and female, from the moment they decide to produce art.  

 In this struggle, they carve out a place as participant-observers and leaders of culture through 

the medium of their craft. Gender perception is continually tested in the creation of stage dance, and 

in the Israeli multicultural milieu, it is never shared and accepted by everyone.  

 Unlike the ethnic context, which provides the community with a symbol of representation, 

belonging, and unity, stage dance, by the very fact of its performance, transcends the artist’s coping 

with his choice of artistic language of expression. It also embodies a confrontation with the 

performing artists and, above all, with the audience.  
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 In Israel’s fragmented and culturally vibrant society, art and creativity, manifested, among 

other avenues, in dance, primarily constitute a personal message and a challenge to a reality that 

contains a wide range of traditions and different and contradicting gender perceptions. 

The various channels that led from the ethnic dance of Yemenite Jews to Israeli culture and 

triggered the integration of materials from it into Israeli dance, are products of diverse processes that 

converged from different directions following the creative initiatives of individuals and cultural 

agents. The dynamics of these integration processes and the feedback among the sources could 

neither be directed nor controlled. They are part of the dynamic of contemporary culture, in which 

individual and group tradition and change provide influence, motivation, and invigoration. The 

ability to reinforce the images of self, family, and community arises, among other things, from the 

unique features of language, poetry, song, and dance. The beauty and profundity of a culture are 

grounded in interrelations of old and new, tradition and change, via intergenerational transmission 

of materials and openness to new materials. The process of transition of Israeli society from a 

melting pot to a polyculture is still in its infancy. The test for whether Israeli culture can become a 

“culture of Israelis”, lies first and foremost in its openness to reciprocal nourishment between age-

old traditions, winds of innovation and self-renewal in its pluralism, and how it legitimizes social 

multiculturalism. 

Yemenite-Jewish ethnic dance has influenced the nascent Israeli culture and has permeated the 

culture’s various layers. Concurrently, however, it continues to exist on its own and to renew itself 

in family and community settings; what is more, it reflects its full classical significance among many 

families and some communities of Yemenite Jews and their offspring. In these settings, dance is an 

instrument for the articulation of one culture and its shared tradition of poetry, melody, and dance. 

Yemenite-Jewish dance was able to break through its ethnic limits, precisely because of the 

Yemenite repatriates’ love of the poetry, song, and dance from their country of origin. 

The relevance of these genres to time and place prompted the Jews from Yemen to return to and 

continue sustaining a living tradition that maintained its vitality, opening it up to the general Israeli 

population and presenting it for all to see. The contribution of Yemenite Jews to Israeli culture is a 

mosaic of talent, knowledge, vivacity, and artistic prowess – all associated not with the past but with 

a present endowed with inexhaustible life force. 
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